Two To View – A Couple Of Amazing Videos You Don't Want To Miss

A Different Kind Of Baseball Fan
10-year-old Vincent Stio admires baseball umpires so much that he mimics (accurately!) their moves at every Carolina Mudcats home game.

A Phone Company That I Never Had To Call!

FREE Featured Apps – These Three Are Well Worth A Look

Peak
Use this challenging brain game app to stay sharp and work on specific skills. The built-in coach will ensure you make progress.

StickK
Need help getting motivated to exercise or take a class? StickK offers tools to assist you in achieving any goal you choose.

Google Translate
Great for foreign travel, Google Translate enables you to type or speak a phrase and have it translated to another language.

Stay Alert – Scammers Impersonate Celebrities On Social Media

Go Pinterest-ing! – Cool Stuff To Pin On Your Pinterest Boards

Easy DIY Peaches And Cream Soap

Cheers To Wine Cork Garden Markers

Perfect-For-Summer Key Lime Cheesecake

You haven't started pinning on Pinterest yet and you want to get started? If so, click here.

Lyme Prevention
Lyme disease is a common illness that affects the nervous and circulatory systems and can be caused by a tick bite. The sooner it is treated, the better the patient's chances for a full recovery. Visit this site to learn about using repellent, doing tick checks, how to get treated if you contract the disease, and related topics.

Minimalist Baker
A site for those who don't want to spend forever in the kitchen. This site features recipes that can be cooked with 10 or fewer ingredients, using one bowl, in 30 minutes or less. Search by special diet, cuisine, or ingredient. You'll find options for breakfast, main dishes, dips, and much more.

National Institute on Aging
As we age, we develop new health concerns, and this website explains many of them. Offered by the National Institute of Aging (NIA), which is part of the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, the site features articles on cognitive health, exercise, healthy eating, and diseases that appear later in life.

Today's Homeowner
Homeowners know there's never a shortage of improvement projects needing to be done. Visit this site for pointers on your next one. Get tips on everything from preparing your home and garden for summer to installing a new deck.

Short Tutorial/FAQ – Which Is More Secure – Android Or iOS?

We hope you found this newsletter to be informative. It's our way of keeping you posted on the happenings here. If, however, you'd prefer not to receive these bulletins, please see the links at the bottom of this email to manage your preferences.

Thanks for your business!

Best regards,

The Nexicom Team
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